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R ÉSUMÉ

The purpose of automatic text simplification is to adapt the content of documents in order to make
them easier to understand by a given population or to improve the performance of NLP tasks such as
summarization or information extraction. The main steps for the automatic text simplification systems
are quite well defined and researched in existing work but the evaluation of the simplification output
remains understudied. Indeed, contrary to other NLP tasks, like information retrieval and extraction,
terminology structuring, or question-answering, which expect factual and consensual outputs of the
systems, it is difficult to define a standard output of simplification. There is considerable subjectivity
in the simplification process, and it is not consensual because it is heavily based on own knowledge
of people. Hence, several factors are involved in the simplification process and its assessment. In this
paper, we present and discuss some of these factors : the role of end users, the reference data, the
domain of source documents, and the evaluation measures.

A BSTRACT

Évaluation de la simplification automatique de textes : où nous en sommes et vers où devonsnous aller.
L’objectif de la simplification automatique de textes consiste à adapter le contenu de documents
afin de les rendre plus faciles à comprendre par une population donnée ou bien pour améliorer les
performances d’autres tâches TAL, comme le résumé automatique ou extraction d’information. Les
étapes principales de la simplification automatique de textes sont plutôt bien définies et étudiées dans
les travaux existants, alors que l’évaluation de la simplification reste sous-étudiée. En effet, contrairement à d’autres tâches de TAL, comme la recherche et extraction d’information, la structuration de
terminologie ou les questions-réponses, qui s’attendent à avoir des résultats factuels et consensuels,
il est difficile de définir un résultat standard de la simplification. Le processus de simplification
est très subjectif et souvent non consensuel parce qu’il est lourdement basé sur les connaissances
propres des personnes. Ainsi, plusieurs facteurs sont impliqués dans le processus de simplification
et son évaluation. Dans ce papier, nous présentons et discutons quelques uns de ces facteurs : le
rôle de l’utilisateur final, les données de référence, le domaine des documents source et les mesures
d’évaluation.
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1

Introduction

The purpose of automatic text simplification is to adapt the content of documents in order to make
them easier to understand (Saggion, 2017) by a given population including children (Son et al., 2008;
De Belder & Moens, 2010; Vu et al., 2014), foreigners or people with low literacy (Paetzold & Specia,
2016), people with neurodegenerative disorders (Chen et al., 2016), or people without specialized
knowledge (Arya et al., 2011; Leroy et al., 2013; Cardon & Grabar, 2020). Text simplification can
also help other NLP applications and has been used for example to prepare documents further for
syntactic analysis (Chandrasekar & Srinivas, 1997; Jonnalagadda et al., 2009), semantic annotation
(Vickrey & Koller, 2008), summarization (Blake et al., 2007), automatic translation (Stymne et al.,
2013; Štajner & Popović, 2016), indexing (Wei et al., 2014), or information retrieval and extraction
(Beigman Klebanov et al., 2004).
Simplification can be performed at different linguistic levels : lexical, syntactic, semantic, or pragmatic.
The main steps and requirements for the automatic text simplification systems are now quite well
defined and researched. We can mention for instance text difficulty assessment, complex words
identification, disambiguation, word difficulty ranking, building of models and resources, or sentence
alignment. Yet, the evaluation of simplification remains understudied. Indeed, contrary to other NLP
tasks, like information retrieval and extraction, terminology structuring, or question-answering, which
expect factual and consensual outputs of the systems, it is difficult to define standard output of
simplification : (1) it is not factual because it relies on series of transformations more or less managed
by human simplificators and automatic systems, and (2) it is not consensual because it is heavily
based on own knowledge of people and because everyone has an opinion on the simplification output.
As it has been noticed, native simplified-language speaker does not exist (Siddharthan, 2014). Hence,
several factors are involved in the simplification process and its assessment. In this paper, we propose
to discuss the role of four important factors : the role of end users (Section 2), the reference data
(Section 3), the domain of source documents (Section 4), and the evaluation measures (Section 5).

2

End user

Different users may need different simplification strategies. For instance, children do not have the
same needs as people with neurodegenerative disorders or foreigners : types of documents and their
content differ, as well as required adaptation of documents. Besides, the level of literacy of people
varies a lot, including within the a given population (children, foreigners...). Six standard literacy
levels are usually distinguished (Bernèche & Perron, 2006; OECD, 2019), and rely on the following
skills :
0. read brief texts on familiar topics, locate a single piece of information, know basic vocabulary,
1. read short texts, locate synonymous information, recognize basic vocabulary, determine the
meaning of sentences,
2. match between the text and information, paraphrase, make low-level inferences,
3. read and navigate in dense, lengthy or complex texts,
4. integrate, interpret information from complex texts, identify and understand non-central ideas,
interpret or evaluate subtle evidence-claim or persuasive discourse relationships,
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5. search for, and integrate, information across multiple texts, construct syntheses of similar and
contrasting ideas, evaluate evidence based arguments, understand subtle cues, make high-level
inferences, use specialized background knowledge.
The levels 2 or 3 correspond to the high school level : persons can read and understand quite complex
non-specialized texts, make some inferences and paraphrase content. To ensure that a given person
belongs to a given literacy level, specific tests are used. Such tests are specific to a given population,
needs, and language, like those dedicated to health literacy in different languages (Lee et al., 2010;
Mancuso, 2009; Rouquette et al., 2018).
Usually, the real user is not involved in the evaluation leaving unexplored the question of how useful
the simplification is. To perform a correct evaluation of the simplification, the evaluation must be
user-dependent and consider the needs of final users. This accounts for instance for the type of target
population, its literacy level, the type of documents, the readability level of these documents, the
expected simplification rules (lexical, syntactic...), and the expected simplification level.

3

Reference data

The reference data play a very important role in the development and evaluation of simplification
systems. Several approaches exist for the creation of such data, which we present and discuss :
— Expert judgment : experts use their theoretical knowledge about needs of the target population
(Clercq et al., 2014). The main limitation is that experts do not always know the real needs
of the population and that the expert judgements are difficult to generalize over the target
population ;
— Textbooks exploited as the reference data. They are indeed created for a given population
and respect a given readability level, such as school books (François & Fairon, 2013; Gala
et al., 2013). The main limitation is that such textbooks are also created following a particular
theoretical framework and thus are not always generalizable ;
— Crowdsourcing (Clercq et al., 2014; Xu et al., 2016; Alva-Manchego et al., 2020b). The
advantage is that crowdsourcing involves large population : the output can be representative
of a large set of people. However, inclusion/exclusion criteria are often difficult to implement,
and the population involved is uncontrolled ;
— Eye-tracking records eye movements during reading : it indicates precisely which words or
segments require more attention (fixations are longer and saccades are shorter). The advantage
of this approach is that it provides fine-grained and objective analysis of reading difficulties
(Yaneva et al., 2015; Grabar et al., 2018). The main limitation is that usually short text spans
of texts are used and, for this reason, generalization to longer segments might be impossible.
— Manual annotation or simplification (Audiau, 2009; Liffran, 2015; Grabar & Hamon, 2016;
Gala et al., 2020). The main limitations of this approach : (1) large variability across the
annotators with small chance to reach concensus because each person has his own knowledge
and understanding feeling, (2) variability within the same annotator because, when a given
complex word is read several times, this word may become more familiar (Grabar & Hamon,
2017), (3) inconsistency in annotation due for instance to fatigue or to limited knowledge
of simplification rules and principles, (4) face-saving strategies, which may prevent from
annotating exhaustively the documents. (5) Besides, this is a very long and tedious process
which may limit the size of the data annotated.
In all these approaches, annotators or experts represent a given population through their own expe-
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rience or theoretical knowledge. The annotations are expected to be extrapolated to similar target
population and task. As we discussed, each approach has its own advantages and limitations, which
should be taken into account during the evaluation process. In any case, we can argue that final users
must be involved in the creation of the reference data in order to better represent their own needs.
Hence, the reference data must fit a given literacy level for a given population. This is an important
yet complicated issue because there is no clear indications on the simplification requirements for each
literacy level. Existing simplification guidelines (Ruel et al., 2011; OCDE, 2015; UNAPEI, 2019)
are very vague and indicate only general principles without specification of the literacy levels : use
short words, use frequent and non-ambiguous words, avoid abbreviations, limit the variability of the
vocabulary, make syntactically simple sentences, avoid sentences in passive or negative voice, use
personal style, explain difficult concepts, use pictures, etc. This means that each work on simplification
should reimplement such principles in order to create clear and exploitable simplification rules.
The reference data created for simplification are available for several languages : Basque (GonzalezDios et al., 2018), Danish (Klerke & Søgaard, 2012), English (Daelemans et al., 2004; Petersen &
Ostendorf, 2007; Specia et al., 2012; Zhang & Lapata, 2017a), French (Grabar & Cardon, 2018; Gala
et al., 2020), German (Klaper et al., 2013; Säuberli et al., 2020), Italian (Brunato et al., 2016; Tonelli
et al., 2016), Japanese (Goto et al., 2015), Portuguese (Aluisio et al., 2008; Caseli et al., 2009),
Russian (Dmitrieva & Tiedemann, 2018), Spanish (Collados, 2013; Bott et al., 2014). These corpora
mainly contain parallel and aligned sentences from existing sources or are crafted manually. Some
corpora also indicate transformations due to the simplification types (Brunato et al., 2014; Koptient
et al., 2019). The content and quality of these corpora are not assessed.

4

Domain of source documents

The domain of source documents has impact on the simplification result and its evaluation. For
instance, documents from general and specialized languages do not require the same simplification
transformations or resources. The particularity of specialized languages is double : (1) In some
domains (medicine, biology, physics...), they convey specific terminology, which requires intense
simplification at the lexical and semantic levels. (2) In other domains (legal and administrative),
they have specific syntactic structures, which requires their syntactic simplification. This situation
may increase distance between the source and simplified texts, which causes lower scores for some
evaluation measures. In the following example from the biomedical domain, the two sentences are
semantically identical yet they are very distant lexically and syntactically :
Medication inhibiting the peristalsis are counter-indicated in this situation.
In this case, do not take medication for stopping or decreasing the intestinal transit.
When simplification with synonyms or equivalent expressions is impossible, it becomes necessary to
use more general terms or add explanations, which also leads to an increasing lexical and syntactic
distance between source and simplified sentences and documents.

5

Evaluation measures

The purpose of evaluation measures is to assess the quality in simplification research. This is a
sensitive issue but still under-studied. We present and discuss several evaluation measures, which can
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be divided in two types : human (Section 5.1) and automatic (Section 5.2) evaluation.

5.1

Human evaluation

When human judgment is required about the simplification output, three criteria are commonly used
(Nisioi et al., 2017; Cardon, 2021) : semantics (or adequacy) to state whether the meaning is preserved
further to the simplification ; grammaticality (or fluency) to state whether the simplified text remains
grammatical and understandable ; and simplicity to state whether the simplified text is simpler than the
source text. These criteria are assessed without reference data. Evaluation is usually done with grids,
in which 1 corresponds to minimal quality (not simple, no semantic relatedness, not grammatical)
and 5 to maximal quality. The evaluators have to assess each criteria choosing between maximal
to minimal values. This kind of evaluation is subjective. It depends on individual background of
annotators and their feeling about the simplicity, semantics and grammaticality. This means that the
reproducibility from one annotator to another may be low. It has also been argued that the evaluation
guidelines are usually vague (Stodden, 2021). Hence, to reach better objectivity in manual evaluation,
the use of checklists has been proposed (Cumbicus-Pineda et al., 2021).

5.2

Automatic measures

Automatic evaluation measures usually compare the simplification output against the reference data.
These measures are expected to be more objective. Some metrics are intended to evaluate lexical
simplification (like those computing the similarity) and others the whole process. Yet, different
metrics used for the evaluation of simplification show limitations and cover the three evaluation
criteria (semantics, grammaticality and simplicity) only partially. In what follows, we present and
discuss several series of measures used for the evaluation of simplification results.
Standard evaluation metrics like precision and accuracy have been used in some experiments for
measuring lexical simplification (Horn et al., 2014). Such metrics compare the really obtained
simplification with the reference data. Higher values indicate that simplification is better because it is
closer to the reference data. Such metrics have been developed for more factual and consensual NLP
tasks, like information retrieval and extraction, and are not suitable for the evaluation of simplification
because its output is not factual.
Other measures are borrowed from the textual similarity task (Levenshtein, 1966; Vásquez-Rodríguez
et al., 2021). The original string edit distance corresponds to the minimal number of single-character
edits (insert, delete or substitute) required to change one word into the other, or one sentence into the
other. Besides, two adaptations have been proposed : (1) EditNTS (Dong et al., 2019) which allows to
detect and predict three operations (insert, delete, keep), (2) SeqLabel (Alva-Manchego et al., 2020a),
which purpose is to automatically identify transformation operations in the original parallel corpus.
String edit measures are not really suitable for the evaluation of simplification : simplification implies
lexical and syntactic transformations of the source text, which increases the distance. Besides, these
transformations are not consensual. Nevertheless, such measures can be used to pre-annotate some
simplification-induced transformations.
Not surprisingly, machine translation area proposes evaluation measures which can be exploited for
the evaluation of simplification. Indeed, simplification can be considered as monolingual translation
of documents from original to simplified languages :
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— BLEU (bilingual evaluation understudy) (Papineni et al., 2002) is an adaptation of precision
and takes also into account the word order (n-grams). Like with precision, the evaluation
principle is the higher the better, which means that when the simplification output is closer
to the reference data it has better quality. Some existing work in simplification noticed that
this metric is correlated with grammaticality (Wubben et al., 2012; Martin et al., 2018) and
semantics (Martin et al., 2018), but not with simplicity ;
— TERp (Translation Edit Rate plus) (Snover et al., 2009) computes the number of edition
operations (insert, delete, substitute, inverse) when transforming one sentence into the other.
The principle is the lower, the better, which means that when less transformations are required
to fit the reference sentence the quality of simplification is better ;
— OOV (out of vocabulary) is the rate of words missing from the reference vocabulary (Vu et al.,
2014). In relation with simplification, if the number of out of vocabulary words is lower the
readability of the text is better. Often, the Basic English list (Ogden, 1930) is exploited to
compute the OOV rate.
In relation with the OOV metric, several measures are borrowed from the readability domain. Readability assesses the difficulty of the text. For this, classical readability scores (Flesch, 1948; Gunning,
1973; Björnsson & Härd af Segerstad, 1979) are exploited. Their value ranges depend on scores : for
some of them low values indicate that the text is simple, while for others high values indicate that the
text is simple. According to existing work, these metrics are correlated with syntactic simplicity (Vu
et al., 2014). Yet, as simplification often outputs longer sentences such metrics become less suitable
(Wubben et al., 2012). Other works observe that such measures are not correlated with simplicity
(Woodsend & Lapata, 2011; Wubben et al., 2012; Zheng & Yu, 2017; Tanprasert & Kauchak, 2021).
Finally, there are few new evaluation measures proposed explicitely for simplification : (1) changed
(Horn et al., 2014), which is the percentage of the test examples where the system suggested some
changes, be they correct or not, with the objective to produce the highest number of changes ; (2)
potential (Paetzold & Specia, 2016), which is the rate of instances among which at least one proposed
candidate is in the reference data, with the objective to propose the highest number of such candidates ;
(3) SARI (Xu et al., 2016), which performs a comparison with reference and source data, like BLEU.
Higher values indicate a better simplification. It is considered that this metric is more reliable when
several reference datasets are available (Alva-Manchego et al., 2020c; Zhang & Lapata, 2017b).
Current work also argues that this metric has no correlation with simplicity (Alva-Manchego et al.,
2020b; Cardon & Grabar, 2020) but may be correlated with lexical similarity instead.
Currently, several of these metrics are commonly used for the evaluation of simplification. As
discussed, there is no consensus on use of these metrics for the evaluation of simplification. Besides,
some metrics may be correlated with some of the three criteria (semantic, grammaticality and
simplicity) but none of them covers all the criteria. Hence, it can be necessary to combine certain
metrics for a more precise evaluation. Let’s also add that the main work on evaluation is done on data
in English, while several of these measures are language-dependent, and that evaluation is usually
performed at the level of sentence and rare work go beyond the sentence (Todirascu et al., 2013).

6

Conclusion

Evaluation of text simplification systems is still an understudied area. It is heavily based upon
evaluation approaches exploited in other NLP tasks. Yet, the simplification task is different from these
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other NLP tasks, mainly because its output is subjective. As noticed, this is due to the facts that native
simplified-language speaker does not exist, simplification guidelines are vague, there is little consensus
on simplification output, and simplification needs depend on the population aimed. This introduces
inherent difficulty when creating the reference data and evaluating the simplification, especially for
languages other than English, as several of the evaluation measures are language-dependent. In future
work, it is necessary to research further the evaluation of simplification : to propose clearer principles
for manual evaluation, to define a stronger association between the evaluation criteria and measures,
and to propose new and more flexible evaluation metrics. Besides, if the simplification systems are
designed for specific target population, then this population should be involved in the development of
the solution and the evaluation of the results.
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